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Coins 
  
Recently the U.S. news media has 
been reporting about a “Coin 
Shortage”.  Actually, it is not a 
shortage of coins but the lack of 
circulation of the coins.  As 
businesses have temporarily 
closed, or are only using non-cash 
options for payment, coins are 
not circulating as quickly.  The 
U.S. Mint sent out the following 
news release on July 23rd: 

United States Mint Statement on Circulating Coins 

The impact of COVID-19 has resulted in the disruption of the supply 
channels of circulating coinage – the pennies, nickels, dimes, and 
quarters that the American people and businesses use in their day-to-
day transactions. The United States Mint is part of the solution to this 
issue, but we need your help as well. 

In normal circumstances, retail transactions and coin recyclers return 
a significant amount of coins to circulation on a daily basis. However, 
precautions taken to slow the spread of the virus have resulted in 
reduced retail sales activity and significantly decreased deposits from 
third-party coin processors, resulting in increased orders for newly 
minted coins produced by the United States Mint (Mint). Third-party 
coin processors and retail activity account for the majority of coins put 
into circulation each year. For example, in 2019, the Mint contributed 
17% of newly minted circulating coins paid into the supply chain, with 
the remainder coming from third-party coin processors and retail 
activity. 

Simply put, there is an adequate amount of coins in the economy, but 
the slowed pace of circulation has meant that sufficient quantities of 
coins are sometimes not readily available where needed. You may be 
experiencing this in your local communities. We are asking for your 
help in improving this coin supply issue. 

You can do so by paying for things with exact change and by returning 
spare change to circulation. Until coin circulation patterns return to 
normal, it may be more difficult for retailers and small businesses to 
accept cash payments. For millions of Americans, cash is the only 
form of payment and cash transactions rely on coins to make change. 
We ask that the American public start spending their coins, depositing 
them, or exchanging them for currency at financial institutions or 
taking them to a coin redemption kiosk. The coin supply problem can 
be solved with each of us doing our part. 
 
 

Coin Trivia: 

1. This Act created the U.S. Mint. 
 

2. The U.S. Mint discontinued 
production of the $1.00 coin in 
what year? 
  

3. In what year did the Mint resume 
production of the $1.00 coin? 
 

4. What year were the first silverless 
half dollars produced?  
 

5. Other than the dollar, half-dollar, 
quarter, dime, nickel, and penny, 

has there been any other 
denomination of coin in the U.S.? 
 

6. Which Mint facility has been in 
continuous operation since 1792? 
 

7. What coin was issued in 1909 and 
why?  

 
8. What is the name of the buffalo 

that appears on the buffalo nickel? 

 
9. This coin series was produced 

between 1999 and 2008.  

 
10. The Iowa quarter was introduced 

in what year? 

 
 

       

 

 



Community Shred Day 

 
Our shred day, scheduled for Saturday, September 26th, has been cancelled.  Our shredding company will not be 
holding any community shred days in 2020 due to COVID 19. 
 
We hope to offer this service next spring. 

Livestock Shows 
While the Iowa State Fair and most county fairs have been cancelled, revised livestock shows are being held so 4-H 
participants have an opportunity to showcase their animals.  We tip our hats to all the participants for their hard work.     

 

 

 

 

  

 

 

Coin Trivia Answers: 

1. The Coinage Act of 1792 established the U.S. Mint 
 

2. 1935 
 

3. 1971 
 

4. 1971 

 
5. Yes, past U.S. coin denominations include the half-cent, 2¢, 3¢, and 20¢ coins, as well as a coin called a 

half-dime. From 1795 until 1933, the United States also issued gold coins in denominations of $1, $2.50 

("quarter eagle"), $3, $5 ("half eagle"), $10 ("eagle"), and $20 ("double eagle"). 
 

6. Philadelphia 
 

7. The Lincoln penny was introduced in 1909 to commemorate Abe’s 100th birthday.  The Lincoln Memorial 
was added to the back of the coin in 1959 for his 150th birthday. 
 

8. Black Diamond, he roamed around New York City during the turn of the century. 

 
9. The State Quarter Series 

 
10. 2004 

Half Dime Half Penny $10 Gold Eagle Twenty cents 


